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Probably the highest line in any patent firm’s

marketing budget is overseas travel. Whether

the expenditure relates to attending traditional

gatherings like INTA or AIPPI, sector specific conferences

or good old fashioned sales trips to see key agents and

direct clients based abroad, overseas travel remains 

an essential component to any successful international

marketing strategy.  

However, do you know what return your travel budget

actually generates? More importantly, do you know

which types of trips generate the highest level of return?

And by extension which could you drop, thereby saving

yourself valuable time and costs in the process?

In these tough times it is essential you concentrate on

the activities you know work and maximize the volume

of work attorneys get from overseas agents – with a bit of

organization but no financial investment.

“Fail to prepare and you prepare to fail” may sound

like a cliché but like all clichés it only gained popularity

because it’s true and that truth is never as apparent as

when it is applied to overseas travel. Too many trips are

still decided upon at the last minute, or equally as

worryingly, agreed well in advance but not organized

until the last minute. 

If you are to start maximizing the return from your

overseas trips, the focus has to be shifted from thinking

about the trip in terms of the time you’re away and start

thinking about the trip as the mid-point of a six month

campaign.

Month one
Month one is about getting your targets in order. If it’s a

trip to a city (or a number of cities), pull together all of

the existing contacts you have in those areas. These

contacts will largely fall into three groups:

1) Attorneys you currently exchange work with.

2) Attorneys you have exchanged work with but

where the rate of exchange has either diminished

or stopped completely.

3) Attorneys who you’ve met at previous events or on

previous trips.

This is also a good point to talk to your colleagues

about who they know in that area. While I’d never

advocate any action that could potentially destabilize

current relationships (or, worse still, filling diaries with

meetings with attorneys who are already providing work

for your colleagues), there may be passive or lapsed

contacts you could reconnect with on behalf of the firm.

I can understand there may be nervousness internally

over this stage. There may be a feeling in some quarters

that relationships are sacred and that introducing

additional people into the mix may in some way dilute

those relationships. However, I would urge you to look at

this activity another way. The reason for contact is that

you value your working relationship enough to make

sure there is personal contact ahead of the next visit you

make. If you were to put yourself into the shoes of the

attorney you are contacting, how would you feel if you

were to receive that message? Insulted it wasn’t your

regular contact or like a valued partner? I’d argue it

would be the latter. 

If you are basing your trip around an event, look at

spending a few days in that city before the conference
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(the days just after are traditionally difficult to fill as people will be

returning to the work that’s accumulated during the conference) then

the preparation is largely the same. Put together a list of everyone

you have met at previous conferences and then take a look at the

current attendee list to see if there are other contacts you have either

met or would like to meet and add them to your list.

While on the subject of conferences, one tip I always give clients

when looking at their conference strategy is to look outside the

normal events. INTA and AIPPI are great from a networking

perspective and sector-focused events like Bio are also useful, but

how many small industry events are there where there are a good

gathering of senior industry figures? More importantly, how many

small industry events are there that other attorneys haven’t found

yet? Specialist industry portals often carry listings of otherwise

hidden events, which could add value to your future trips by placing

you in front of prospective clients directly. 

Month two
Month two is about starting the meeting-fixing process. To make this

as time-effective as possible I would always suggest splitting the list

into two – tier 1 (the people you have to see) and tier 2 (the people

you’d like to see). As a general rule of thumb the split will probably

be 30% tier 1 and 70% tier 2, but this is only an indication. 

From there you can email all of them suggesting times and dates.

Some will reply but, as you well know from past experience, many

will not! The next stage is to follow up the tier 1 targets who haven’t

replied to the email by telephone. 

People are sometimes uncomfortable about making these calls, but

the difference in the conversion rate achieved by a phone call and an

email is dramatic, even where the relationship is deep rooted. 

To minimize that uncomfortable feeling (and to increase the

likelihood of the attorney agreeing to meet), it is always better to

phone with a reason to meet. This can take several forms, ranging

from the launch of a new fixed fee model to training on your national

filing process to a review of the approach you’re taking on long-term

clients (this one of my favorites as it naturally opens up the discussion

to which of your agents’ other clients you could be providing similar

services, which again boosts the likelihood your meetings will

generate new opportunities). 

The important thing is don’t just call with no real reason to meet.

There is nothing worse than what we call the ‘car yard courtesy call’,

the awkward silence that follows “… and I’d really like to catch up”.

Like you, your contacts’ time is precious and, if you are able to show

how/where your meeting will provide value, it becomes almost

impossible for the attorney to say no.

The second half of month two is about filling the gaps.

One of the things patent attorneys have in their favor is access to

a wealth of accurate online intelligence on attorneys, firms and filings

all over the world. Whether you use the EPO, USPTO, INTA or AIPPI

you will be able to hone in on potential contacts in pretty much any

city. You’ll also be able to see their clients, their specializations and

areas of potential cooperation, all of which is useful background you

can have in your back pocket for when you meet.

Month three
The good news is that responsibility for month three is passed to your

PA or support staff. They should make sure each meeting is

confirmed, preferably by phone but definitely by email. There is

nothing worse than meetings disappearing as you travel so taking this

extra step will eke out any potential cancellations, and while you still

have time to fill those gaps using your tier 2 list and the remaining

local attorneys you haven’t yet been able to get through to.

Just to finish off the preparation phase, I’d like to make 2 final

suggestions. 

Many attorneys still concentrate on the US – and, more specifically,

certain conurbations within the US – or on the major cities in China,

Japan and, increasingly, Korea. However there are more opportunities

both globally and across the US that could be used to better effect.

Again, the databases open to you could identify several other

potentially fertile areas for future trips.

The second tip is to use all of the business cards you have

internally, whether they’re held electronically or just hiding in the

darkest recesses of your colleagues’ drawers. Many may have been

followed up with an email but may not have been contacted for a

while. These should be considered warm leads as they have had

contact with your firm. The fact you have taken the care, time and

initiative to reconnect will stand in your stead when you make

contact.
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After the trip
Following the trip, the next three months are all about follow up.

Without being disingenuous to the patent profession – or in fact any

of the professional services – this is where attorneys often let

themselves down. However by taking a more systemized approach

and taking the time to put together a follow-up template that suits

you, I guarantee you will see higher results more quickly.

The first month (in fact first week) after a trip should include a

personal follow-up email to each person you’ve visited or to everyone

you met at your conference. One time saving tip is to have a basic

template you can use with the minimum of personalization. A better

tip is to make sure you attach something of value to the email, an article

you’ve had published or a special report on a recent development, but

definitely not a pricing schedule or faceless corporate brochure.

If you want to leave a little time to collate information or put a

proposal together (if and only if requested), a LinkedIn invitation is

now a commercially accepted alternative to an email.

The next thing to do in the month after a trip is to get your trip

into order. List who you met, what you talked about, what the next

steps you agreed were and then put a diary note in to remind you to

take that next step. And, when that diary reminder comes up, make

the call or send the email, don’t procrastinate or ignore it as bad

habits around avoidance are easy to develop and impossible to get

rid of once they’ve set in.

In the meantime, pass all of the contact details on to the person in

charge of your database so that they are included on future

communications to ensure that you and the firm stay visible. They

will also become part of the list you can use for future trips.

Aside from diarizing the next step, you should also diarize a

standard two-month follow-up. Again this is best done on the phone

(unless you are lucky enough to be going out to the attorney’s area

again) as it will be the personal contact and your obvious willing to

take the relationship forward that will drive you into a position where

work could potentially be exchanged.

In between times keep in contact using the tried and tested

STATOY (‘saw this and thought of you’) approach. Send relevant

press articles, news clippings, industry developments, white papers

or more technical papers from peer reviewed titles. Better still, send

something that relates to a personal interest – a holiday, a hobby or

their preferred sport. It’ll resonate more deeply and mark you out

from the other attorneys vying for their business.

If you have segmented your contacts by specialization, this will be

an easy task to fulfill as you can send block emails from your desktop

that look personal using standard platforms like Outlook.

I cannot stress the importance of developing a structured follow-

up model that suits you. If you miss out that stage, even the most

comprehensive and structured diary will never yield anything close

to the level of return it should. 

The focus has to be shifted
from thinking about the trip in terms
of the time you’re away and start
thinking about the trip as the mid-
point of a six month campaign.”
“


